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Abstract. This paper is an attempt to study the important factors responsible 
for successful implementation of digital payment (e-Payment) system in India. 
Examine the status of e-Payment at Allahabad city (Uttar Pradesh, Indian) and 
to conduct an analysis of imitation of e-Payment in other regions of India. A 
qualitative study with extensive literature review, interview and expert opin-
ion was adopted to conduct the study. To analyse the result and to identify the 
success factor NVivo 11 Pro software is used. With the help of software 13 
success factors identify namely: Anonymity, Bank Involvement, Drawer, Infra-
structure, Mobility, Parties, Popularity, Range of Payment, Risk, Security, 
Transfer limit, Transfer mode, and Transfer time for successful implementation 
of digital payment at Allahabad city. The outcome will be helpful for imple-
mentation of digital payment in various other cities of India. 

Keywords: digital payment, NVivo 11 Pro, cashless economy, cashbased econ-
omy, demonetisation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Government of India declared demonetisation as a “Shock Therapy” on 8th 

November 2016. Government ceased the legal tender of 500 and 1000 cur-

rency notes and launched new 2000 and 500 rupee notes in circulation. With 

this step of demonetization, India lost 86 per cent of its monetary base [15]. 

The total value of old currency notes of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 in the circula-

tion is to the tune of Rs. 14.2 trillion, which is about 85 per cent of total value 

of circulated currency in the country [11]. After demonetization the currency 

now pass through the formal banking channel to get legality. From the mar-

ket perspective this is a welcome move by the Indian government. Govern-

ment of India tackled issues which affected the economy like, parallel econ-

omy, tax evasion, counterfeit currency in circulation and terror financing 

[15]. 
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The outlook for cashless economy appears highly controversial and unsettled 

in India. E-payment defines as, any exchange of funds initiated via an elec-

tronic communication channel [26] or a payment made through electronic 

signals linked directly to deposit or credit accounts [9]. E-payment represents 

any kind of non-cash payment that does not involve a paper cheque [14]. A 

cashless economy is one in which currency notes are not used as a medium 

of transaction [19]. It is a hypothetical stage or situation in favour of alterna-

tive means of exchange. All the transactions are done through cards, wallets, 

or digital medium with minimal physical circulation of currency. In other 

terms, cashless economy can be defined as a situation in which the flow of 

cash within the economy become zero and all the transactions must be 

through electronic means like, credit cards, debit cards, money wallets, 

IMPS, RTGS, NEFT etc.  

“Non-cash payments are not accomplished merely by exchanging the pay-

ment instrument between payer and payee, but transferring deposit money 

between the payer’s bank and the payee’s bank. Non-cash payment instru-

ments provide the mechanism for this bank-to-bank transfer. Non-cash pay-

ment instruments, such as cheques, NEFT, RTGS, must specify the payment 

amount, the names of the payer and the payee and their banks.” 

– World Bank 

The primary objective of this study is to identify factors influencing successful 

implementation of digital payment in India. An extensive literature review, 

interview and expert opinion have been conducted to identify the success 

factors of digital payment. Using NVivo 11 Pro software 13 success factors 

were recognized and validated namely: Anonymity, Bank Involvement, 

Drawer, Infrastructure, Mobility, Parties, Popularity, Range of Payment, Risk, 

Security, Transfer limit, Transfer mode, and Transfer time. This study will 

helpful in implementation of digital payment in other region of India. As well 

as this will help the researches to their studies on digital payment. 

1.1 The payment environment – an overview 

A report of The Boston Consulting Group [25] estimates that, consumer are 

90 percent likely to use digital payments for offline and online transactions, 

and around 60 percent of the total value of such payments will come from 

offline merchants such as unorganised retailers, fast food corners and 



transport. Moving against backdrop of, overflow of currency, and black mon-

ey in the country; the adoption of electronic payment channels that include 

cards, ATMs, POS terminals, mobile phones and Internet flow the secure, 

convenient and cheapest transactions that are not only provide the trans-

parency but also provide the easy way for global transaction. Payment sys-

tem is one of the substantial changes policies in all over the world. Initially, 

trading through barter system was common, a system where people ex-

change their livestock from food, crop or goods [1]. But the present concept 

of cashless economy is completely different; here the cashless transactions 

are made through digital currencies. Cashless banking strengthens monetary 

policy effectiveness and that the current level of e-money usage does not 

pose an intimidation to the stability of the financial system [21].  

Cashless Transactions system was introduced in the 1950s and now become 

the essential form of “ready money”, which reduces the risk of cash han-

dling, theft by pickpocket etc. During 1990’s, the growing popularity of e-

banking made the use of cashless transactions popular among the technolog-

ically advanced countries. In 2010 the digital payment methods became well 

established in most of the countries across the world. Internet banking is 

eminent example of IT in the service industry; it is convenient and time sav-

ing in comparison to traditional banking [30]. Earlier, online tools like Paypal, 

NFC payments by smartphone or electronic cards, digital wallet system oper-

ated by Apple, electronic banking and bill payment system helped the users 

towards cashless transactions online. There were different types of payment 

systems exist before the emergence of modern banking system in India [25]. 

Banking operations was done through manually, which lead to slow transac-

tions. This system involves “Book-Keeping”, ie, posting of transactions from 

one ledger to another ledger manually without using any machine. Computer 

and electronic machines was used for figure or counting of money. It takes a 

lot of time and effort to do manually work. Banks having more than one 

computer are like “triton among the minnows” and that single computer 

helps to improve the crawling working condition. A local study [4] mentioned 

that, “Payment through cash is an expensive proposition for government”. 

There are many factors which influence users to adopt technology [5], and 

two factors are important in these factor. First, “utility”, in which people are 

likely to use or not use an application to the extent they believe it will help 

them to perform their job better. Second, “convenient”, in which people 



perceive that if the technology is too hard to use, they likely not to adopt and 

not to use it even though they believe that the technology is useful. 

Advantages of a Cashless Economy 

The foremost advantage of having no cash is to reduce the use of paper, 

cost, elimination of carrying and managing problem etc. A Study by Hirsch-

man [13] used focus groups to identify 11 payment characteristics salient to 

the preference and usage of payment instruments. Such included budgeting, 

control of spending, documentation, reversibility, transaction record, ac-

ceptability, leverage potential, transaction time, security, social desirabil-

ity/prestige, and transfer time. Central bank in the Netherlands identified 

four overarching payment system characteristics: safety (financial risk by 

using digital instrument), speed (time needed to complete the transaction), 

costs (that the consumer carries for the possession and actual use of a pay-

ment instrument), and ease of use (effort of consumer to complete the pay-

ment process with a electronic medium). 

Challenges of Cashless Economy 

Every reforms has some pros and cons, hence, there are few challenges to 

proposed cashless economy. Study [40] suggested that there are basic ICT 

literacy is necessary to enjoy the benefits of e-payment but cash and 

cheques will remain popular because consumers are not convinced of the 

benefits of using e-payment [12]. Prior adoption of IT had an identifiable 

impact because customers will usually adopt a new service only when they 

have similar experiences before [6]. A very high and unbreakable security 

system needed to secure the transactions from hackers and cyber criminals 

[3][7-8][16][18][22-24][29][31-33][35][38]. The central bank of Malaysia [20] 

cites lack of awareness as one of the reasons why consumers are not using e-

payment. Cashless economy won’t be readily popular among the region 

where the people not much literate or aware.  

However, till FY 2016-17, Indian government introduced lots of methods to 

digital payment like, Banking Cards (Debit/Credit/Cash/Travel/Other); Un-

structured Supplementary Service Data (USSD); Aadhaar Enabled Payment 

System (AEPS); Unified Payments Interface (UPI); Mobile Wallet; Banks Pre-

Paid Cards; Point of Sale (PoS); Internet Banking including, National Electron-



ic Fund Transfer (NEFT), Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS), Electronic Clear-

ing System (ECS), Immediate Payment Service (IMPS); Mobile Banking; Micro 

ATMs. Very few literatures are available on factors affecting successful im-

plementation and functionality of digital payment in India. This paper is an 

attempt to fill this gap with reference to Allahabad city and to conduct a fea-

sibility analysis of imitation of digital payment on other cities and rural areas 

of India. 

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To conduct the study a qualitative approach with in-depth literature review 

followed by interview and expert opinion through which com-

ments/perceptions were recorded. The collected data were analyzed by us-

ing NVivo 11 Pro software (a qualitative software), which helps to provide 

systematize and order data with visual result. Nvivo facilitate careful and 

faithful qualitative research analysis [2] [10]. NVivo is Qualitative Data Analy-

sis (QDA) application software developed by QSR International. NVivo not 

only help the researcher to managing and categorization of data according to 

the need and requirement of the researcher, but also it is convenient, effi-

cient, effective and more user friendly in comparison to manual task for qual-

itative research [27]. NVivo 11 helps the researcher to visualise the result 

through cloud analysis, word tree map, node analysis etc. For primary data, 

vendors from Allahabad city and experts from Motilal Nehru National Insti-

tute of Technology (MNNIT) Allahabad has been interviewed and recorded 

for analysis using transcript command. On the other hand various journal, 

magazine, internet, newspaper etc. has been reviewed to collect secondary 

data. Afterwards, with the help of coding process, both primary and second-

ary data imported to the NVivo 11 Pro software. With the help of coding pro-

cess 13 success factors were analysed namely: Anonymity, Bank Involve-

ment, Drawer, Infrastructure, Mobility, Parties, Popularity, Range of Pay-

ment, Risk, Security, Transfer limit, Transfer mode, and Transfer time for 

successful implementation of digital payment in India. 

Case Study of Allahabad City 

Allahabad is one of the member districts of “KAVAL towns” which are also 

known as “Panchpuri Nagar” (five biggest cities) of Uttar Pradesh. KAVAL 



towns include; Kanpur, Agra, Varanasi, Allahabad, and Lucknow. According to 

census 2011, the population of Allahabad is 5,954,391 which is highest popu-

lation [42] out of total 71 districts of Uttar Pradesh. It is situated at the con-

fluence (Sangam) of three rivers Ganga, Yamuna and the mythological Sar-

aswati.  Allahabad is known for academic ambience and presently houses six 

national level Institutes /Universities. The literacy rate of Allahabad [42] is 

72.32% which slightly lower than the literacy rate of India ie. 74%. There are 

125 bank branches (commercial & cooperative) and around 181 ATMs in 

Allahabad city. By interview of respondents it is observed that, shopkeepers 

are using cash as well as digital equipments for transaction. Some shopkeep-

ers are using electronic devices/digital equipments from long time, while 

some have started after demonetisation. Paytm, internet banking, card 

swipe machine etc. are the medium of digital transaction. Customers are also 

demand and encourage digital medium of transaction. However, they face 

various problems like, internet connectivity, lack of trust in online services, 

threat of online theft etc. 

3 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Coding involves collecting all the material about a particular study in a node 

for further exploration. In this study the coding was carried out in 2 phases: 

first, Video and Audio recorded during the interview of expert and respond-

ent, and second, literature review available as a secondary source of data. 

Coding process includes analyse of data with the help of “count” and “fre-

quency of occurrence” of word from the data collected from primary and 

secondary source.  

Number and Frequency Table 

Following table shows the word frequency of occurrence under the different 

factors during the interview as well as in the literature review of the study 

Table 1. Number of world count and frequency 

Factors Count Weighted % 

Anonymity 115 4.92 

Bank Involvement 58 2.48 

Drawer 33 1.41 



Infrastructure 572 24.48 

Mobility 154 6.59 

Parties 56 2.39 

Popularity 176 7.53 

Range of Payment 65 2.78 

Risk 271 11.6 

Security 260 11.13 

Transfer limit 57 2.44 

Transfer mode 449 19.26 

Transfer time 70 2.99 

 

From table 1, it is evident that the factor like Infrastructure, transfer mode, 

risk and security are used maximum times and most commonly, whereas 

factors like drawer, parties, transfer limit, and bank involvement are used 

minimum and less commonly by the respondents.  

It may therefore be said that infrastructure is most concern part of digitalisa-

tion including, transfer mode, risk, and security. So the government need to 

more focus on the infrastructure of the system which includes, internet con-

nectivity, methods of payment, availability of internet enabled phones, 

awareness and ICT literacy. 

Bar Graph of Nodes 

Bar graph shows the maximum and minimum count of the factors used by 

the respondent. Tallest plot shows the maximum repetition while shortest 

plot shows the minimum repetition of word. 



 

Fig. 1. Bar Graph of Nodes 

From figure 1 it can be said that Infrastructure, transaction mode and risk are 

having higher range of codes and on other side Drawer, Parties and Range of 

Payment having less higher range of codes in the chart. 

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

With the help of number and frequency table and Bar Graph of Nodes, it is 

observed that Infrastructure [34], Security [3][7-8][16][18][22-24][29][31-

33][35][38] and Risk are the major factors of adoption of digital payment in 

Allahabad city. Subsequently, Awareness [40], Habit of use cash [12], ease of 

use [5][17][36-37], cost effective [4][39] are another factors, to implement 

the digital payment system in India. Without sufficient infrastructure, risk 

management and security solutions of digital payment, system could not be 

achieved the goal of study.  Cashless system is not only requirement but also 

a need of the society [38]. The transformation from a cash-centric economy 

to electronic one would need more time and awareness; people should trust 

and have faith on the cashless system with [8]; ease to use [5][17][36-37], 

minimal charges [4][39], high level of security [18], and accessible to all [24]. 

Apart from the selected 13 factors, there are few more factors that respond-

ent discussed like, government policies, market, type of card, type of mobile 
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device, need and usage of e-payment system etc., but these factor were not 

included in the study because they were not important or marginally im-

portant than the others. There are multiple digital payment systems exist in 

the Indian market like, NEFT/RTGS, IMPS, Plastic money, Mobile banking, 

UPI, AEPS, BHIM, USSD, m-wallets [28]. In order to increase the penetration 

and popularity of an electronic payment system, government as well as non-

government organisations need to alliances with other industries such as 

telecommunications, television, advertising agencies, financial and retail firm 

will be needed with regular awareness and synergy specially in rural and 

semi-urban areas. For internet connectivity government need to establish 

tower or internet connections in rural and semi-urban area of the country. 

Government provide awareness also, among the users through advertise-

ment and awareness program.  

5 LIMITATION AND CONCLUSION 

The study indentified 13 factors namely: Anonymity, Bank Involvement, 

Drawer, Infrastructure, Mobility, Parties, Popularity, Range of Payment, Risk, 

Security, Transfer limit, Transfer mode, and Transfer time for successful im-

plementation of digital payment system at Allahabad city. It is also evident 

that the replication of digital payment system at other cities are possible 

after resolving few issues like, infrastructure, awareness, management of risk 

and security issues. There are some limitations with the study that, this is a 

city based analyses which is limited to Allahabad city only. Result may differ 

if large geographical area has been taken as sample area. Subsequently, the 

longitudinal study in terms of time as well as money may differ the result.  
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